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Abstract:
A major paradigm shift in communication networks is that data has replaced voice as the
dominant traffic content. Thus current and future networks have to be designed with data traffic
in mind - which means the ability to handle burst and less-predictable (may be frequently
changing) traffic patterns. In the world of WDM, optical cross connects (OXC) and optical adddrop multiplexers (OADM) are frequently mentioned as the important enabling components. In
fact, OXCs operate at the wavelength level and thus are circuit-switching like components. They
are mainly for wavelength provisioning. OADMs, on the other hand, can operate both as circuitswitching-like component by provisioning the wavelength (bandwidth) feed to a local node or as
a packet-switching-like component by allowing packets from multiple channels (wavelengths)
and different fibers to groom or redirect at an intermediate node (via a electronic switch or
router). In fact the combination of OADM and electronic switch/router as a switching node can
greatly improve the network efficiency in a dynamically managed data network over an alloptical-switching one.
Thus we view the challenge of the next generation of PLCs is to develop client reconfigurable
optical add-drop multiplexers (cross-connects) with extended capability of add-drop ports and
degrees of connectivity. We shall examine the pivot roles of advanced waveguide technologies
and device/system architectures.
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